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About This Game

DSquad War is a thrilling shooting action game!
A criminal is trying to escape from the police. Help him out as he fights angry officers! With 2 characters to choose from, 12

levels and 3 different environments.
Test your abilities against the skilled cops. Their mission is to stop you. The game becomes increasingly hard since the farther

you go, the more enemies you have to fight. Game requires skills, strategy and speed.
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d squad clone wars. dsquad war steam

Why did I buy it... why
I know it was gonna drive me crazy, and damnt it does !

10/10 would anger bang.. In-depth video review available at: https://youtu.be/PE3To2oCOEU

VINDICTA, especially on sale is absolutely a good buy. It's one of the few "proper" FPS style VR games. It has polished
visuals, gunplay and sounds. It's not perfect by any means, and it's a bit harder to recommend at full price at the moment but I
believe it will be worth the money upon completion (the addition of two more levels at least + tuning it up).

Pros:
Great movement options, classic analogue movement, default movement is an arms swinging one that feels really good.
Majority of the weapons are very nice to use.
Feel of killing things is usually satisfying and responsive, very Arcadey in feel.
Linear "story"-based progression, nice to see an actual world being created.
Decent length for price/quality.

Cons:
A few weapons felt awkward to aim, not sure if that's on me or not.
They mention stealth which is completely misleading, I hope all mention of stealth is removed from the store page! They also
suggest hiding behind things which is usually not the most advantageous way to play.
Some kind of silly bugs like the robot-bugs walking through doors.
Level design is functional but makes no sense, which makes the over all feel a bit cheaper.. Nope. Not worth your $15.00. Its
about 130am. I was about to go to sleep and Preta has finaly come.

Short Preview!
the video demonstrated for the game is nowhere in visual quality of this early access game. Character, sound, animation, effects
are very very good. I used a xbox one controller. I played for the first 30 minutes, it appears this game will have depths as after
the tutorial, I was placed in a town where I can enhance various aspects of my character. This is indeed something special.. Plays
like a mobile game. Not so much a 'strategy game' as a, 'put time in to get damage multipliers that let you progress'. Forced
tutorials that only let you click 1 thing, and dont let you explore make it really bad feeling. A very 'active' experience of needing
to move guns to reload, and activate ultimates, means you have to also pay attention. It also only has 1 fast speed, which seems
to only be 2x.. i bought it because i still play multiplayer, but it doesn't work.. waste of money.. its high fu cking noon
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Its a fun game, if you have time to burn this is a good game for anyone to play with. Its a simple game were you get orders and
have to drag that order to the corresponding place. Try to get a perfect score for a high score. Its a simple point click game. The
sounds in the game can get repetitive but you get used to it after awhile. This game doesn't take long to beat. It is for anyone that
likes a simple game which is alot of fun.. i want my money back worst game ever need to take this off the store
. Basically, it is impossible to figure out how to play this game. No explanation of how corporations work or how they relate to
the planet $ values which also aren't explained. No useful tooltips. No in-steam manual and the link to the manual on the
company website is dead.

Might be a good game I guess just no way to find out.. Very simple to pick up and control this faced paced twin stick shooter,
but it is a very cahllenging game also. Basically fight off 5 waves on enemies then a boss, rince and repeat and it gets harder
each time, every 30 levels reach a new zone. 7 Diverse characters to chose from ragning from a flame shooting pyromancer to a
molotov concktail throwing chainsaw weidling redneck. Many items to pick up and skill to learn and level and most of all many
monsters to kill. What is there not to like. Indie game of the year for me.. I'm guessing because of the motion sickness issue (to
which thankfully I'm not prone), there's a shortage of flying games in VR. This one is well done, and well worth the four bucks.
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